
Voluntary product
recall
Out of an abundance of caution, we're recalling some of our
Human-grade Fresh recipes. Here's what we're doing to make
things right.
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A Letter from our Founder

Cat health is the cornerstone of Smalls, and today I'm writing to you out of an abundance of caution for
cats in your care.

Smalls is voluntarily recalling select Fresh Chicken and Fresh Turkey products included in your recent
order, labeled as:

Ground Bird, Chicken Recipe

Smooth Bird, Chicken Recipe

Ground Other Bird, Turkey Recipe

Smooth Other Bird, Turkey Recipe

At Smalls, we're completely committed to the safety and well-being of cats. To the best of our
knowledge, no cats have been made sick by this product. As a customer of ours, you have come to
expect a level of product quality, and due to extenuating circumstances we are initiating a voluntary

recall of products that do not meet our standards.

We received feedback from a small number of customers that product looked spoiled and had an
unusual odor. We've thoroughly investigated our inventory and have sent samples to an independent

lab for testing to understand the spoilage.

Any spoiled product should be noticeably identifiable, with a gray-greenish color and/or an o�-odor.
Since we don't know if the remainder of each batch poses a risk of similar spoilage, we’re asking you to

dispose of any fresh packets with a�ected batch IDs. We'll discount your next full Smalls box to
replace your a�ected packets.

(CONTINUED BELOW)

Reviewing A�ected Packets
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STEP 1

Locate batch numbers
The batch numbers on our Human-Grade Fresh
Food can be located on the rectangular white
sticker on top of every Fresh packet. The five-digit
batch number indicated in the image above may
appear in either dark black or light gray type.

STEP 2

Compare batch numbers
The batch numbers a�ected by the product recall
are in this consecutive numeric range: 21109 —
21110 — 21111 — 21112 — 21113 — 21114 — 21115 —
21116 — 21117 — 21118 — 21119 — 21120 — 21121 —
21122 — 21123 — 21124 — 21125 — 21126 — 21127 —
21128 — 21129 — 21130 — 21131 — 21132 — 21133 —
21134 — 21135 — 21136.

STEP 3

Report disposed packets to
request replacement
Report the number of disposed packets to our
team to receive replacement packets in your next
Smalls box.

Get your replacements

(CONTINUED FROM ABOVE)
Smalls has an ongoing safety and quality management process, where samples of each batch are
tested for safety prior to shipment by our manufacturer. While all of our received product passed

testing, the product spoiled after passing the testing, and before being distributed by Smalls.

We use fresh ingredients and gentle cooking processes to make the best possible food for cats. We
don't use preservatives in our recipes to keep them fresh. Instead, we ship these products frozen so

that they arrive to your door as fresh as the day they were made.
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Preservative-free food spoils quickly without appropriate storage conditions. In this case, some of our
products spoiled before reaching customers. We're working to correct this error by issuing this recall.

We also see this as an opportunity to further our commitment to the safety and quality of our products.
With that in mind, we're already working to determine the root cause to ensure that this won't happen

again in the future.

As cat parents ourselves, we understand that these situations can be stressful, and we want to alleviate
your concerns as much as possible. If you have any questions, please reach out to our team via email
meow@smalls.com or text 503�487�4303. Our entire team is on hand to respond to every concerned

cat parent as quickly as possible.

No other Smalls products are impacted by this voluntary recall.

This voluntary recall is being made in consultation with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.

Sincerely,

Matt Michaelson

Co-Founder and CEO

Additional Information

OUR QUALITY STANDARDS OUR PROCESS WHAT COMES NEXT
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How does Smalls test for safety?
We test each batch of Smalls, across all recipes
and forms for microbacteria (salmonella, listeria, e.
coli). With products like Freeze-dried Raw where
there are special risks, we take special measures to
mitigate concerns. We will continue to work with
third parties on going the extra mile to demonstrate
the safety of our food. In addition, every facility we
work with has independent inspections of their
health and safety measures conducted annually.

How did we pinpoint a�ected
batches?
We carefully identified the a�ected batches by
pinpointing production dates for recipes that may
have been improperly stored by our supplier. From
there, we reviewed the delivery dates to our
fulfillment centers, and now understand the
specific weeks where bad product could have
gone out to customers.

When can I expect my
replacement?
We'll do our best to ship your replacement product
on your requested date. Out of further caution, we
are disposing all products produced on dates
a�ected by the recall. It may take us a bit more time
to catch up on cooking more fresh food, but we're
working quickly to get more Smalls headed your
way.
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503 487 4303

meow@smalls.com

SMALLS ON SOCIAL

Follow @smallsforcats for cat content (basically the

point of the internet). 👇
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